
At a glance

Location:

Job ID: HRC0094009

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 0-1 year

Type: Part time

Contract: Temporary

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: HRC0094009
www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact

Maximilian Viel
Student Attraction Intern

Working Student: Application Engineering (f/m/div)*

Job description
You are student in Engineering and looking for a chance to apply your knowledge? Your 
are curious about Microcontrollers and eager to learn more more in the field of 
Application Engineering? Apply here, and help as to make life easier, safer and greener!

In your new role you will: 

 using C language for Support the building of small code examples
microcontrollers

 for MCU and application use Support editing and creating new block diagrams
cases

 for external and internal Prepare presentations and other documents
communications on technical and marketing topics

 (i.e. system Support and autonomously perform technical system analyses
architecture, IC requirements, competitor value propositions etc.) in a variety of 
applications to support Go-to-Market strategies and facilitate decision-making

 with new application Support testing and debugging application codes examples
kits

 and coordinate with the Support migrating technical MCU trainings documents
team for document release

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you: 

Are studying   or a similar subjectEngineering (Bachelor or Master)

  and its ecosystem (compilers, T echnical understanding of Microcontrollers
debuggers, & Integrated development environments)

Working knowledge of  and an  C language for MCU understanding of debuggers 
and programming tools

Basic understanding of principles of power electronics, in particular in context of 
 (optional)Motor Control and Digital Power Control

Basic understanding of motor and/or power control methods using 
 (optional) Microcontrollers

Working knowledge with Microsoft Office Tools and PDF editors

Knowledge of  to develop and edit block diagramsMicrosoft Visio

Are familiar or have working knowledge with  like Oscilloscope, test equipment
power supplies, multimeters etc.

Please attach the following documents to your application: 

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


CV in English

Certificate of enrollment at university

Latest grades transcript (not older than 6 months)

High school report

Additionally, the following requisites apply for working students: 

 Proper students (according to You must be enrolled and not on academic leave:
German law) are warmly welcome!

 More than 150 km distance is not recommended You should live close to the site:
for a working student job due to the travel.

Why Us
 Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 

 –Connected Secure Systems (CSS) delivers security for the connected world –
The Connected Secure Systems (CSS) segment offers comprehensive systems for a 
secure, networked world with a portfolio built around reliable, trendsetting 
microcontrollers as well as wireless connectivity and security solutions. Over the past 
decades, CSS has developed microcontroller, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and combined 
connectivity solutions (known as connectivity combos) and hardware-based security 
technologies. The products are used in a broad range of applications: from consumer 
electronics, IoT and home appliances to IT equipment, cloud security and networked 
cars all the way to credit and debit cards, electronic passports and IDs. With its leading 
technologies in the areas of computing, connectivity and security, CSS makes a decisive 
contribution to protecting today’s and tomorrow’s networked systems. 

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other 
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon 

 we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.
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